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Abstract
Underwater (UW) depth estimation and image restora-

tion is a challenging task due to its fundamental ill-
posedness and the unavailability of real large-scale UW-
paired datasets. UW depth estimation has been attempted
before by utilizing either the haze information present or the
geometry cue from stereo images or the adjacent frames in a
video. To obtain improved estimates of depth from a single
UW image, we propose a deep learning (DL) method that
utilizes both haze and geometry during training. By har-
nessing the physical model for UW image formation in con-
junction with the view-synthesis constraint on neighboring
frames in monocular videos, we perform disentanglement
of the input image to also get an estimate of the scene ra-
diance. The proposed method is completely self-supervised
and simultaneously outputs the depth map and the restored
image in real-time (55 fps). We call this first-ever Under-
water Self-supervised deep learning network for simultane-
ous Recovery of Depth and Image as USe-ReDI-Net. To fa-
cilitate monocular self-supervision, we collected a Dataset
of Real-world Underwater Videos of Artifacts (DRUVA) in
shallow sea waters. DRUVA is the first UW video dataset
that contains video sequences of 20 different submerged
artifacts with almost full azimuthal coverage of each ar-
tifact. Extensive experiments on our DRUVA dataset and
other UW datasets establish the superiority of our proposed
USe-ReDI-Net over prior art for both UW depth and im-
age recovery. The dataset DRUVA is available at https:
//github.com/nishavarghese15/DRUVA.

1. Introduction
Underwater (UW) depth recovery and image restoration

is very important in ocean exploration applications such as
marine biology [40], marine archaeology [38], UW robotics
[54], etc. 3D reconstruction of UW structures warrants
depth as a fundamental requirement. Current UW depth
estimation methods can be divided into active and passive
[54]. Active methods, which include different kinds of
sonar [42, 23, 8], UW laser line-scanning [45, 16], range-

(a) Input from DRUVA (b) Depth map (c) Enhanced image

Figure 1: (a) An example image from our DRUVA dataset. (b) Depth map, and (c)
enhanced image obtained using our USe-ReDI-Net.

gated imaging systems [39], and LiDAR [46] are usually
bulky. Also, their performance is limited by the scatter-
ing of light in water [51]. On the other hand, passive
methods use images captured from a camera. These in-
clude traditional [5, 44, 11, 4] as well as deep-learning
(DL) based approaches [25, 53, 26]. Traditional UW depth
estimation methods find depth from haze by utilizing the
UW image formation model. These methods return er-
roneous estimates when there is a mismatch between the
adopted prior and actual scene conditions, and are time-
consuming too. Supervised deep networks for UW depth
estimation are cumbersome to design due to the unavail-
ability of paired large-scale UW depth datasets. Unpaired-
learning based [25] and Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN)-based [26] methods exist for depth. But they use
either terrestrial RGBD datasets or synthetically generated
datasets for training. As a result, there is a domain gap with
real UW images.

Self-supervised depth estimation networks for terrestrial
images [21, 19, 22, 57, 59] utilize geometry cues between
adjacent frames of a monocular video or stereo pairs where
a target view is synthesized from a source view using the
relative pose and the estimated depth. These methods can-
not be directly applied to UW images due to the presence of
haze. A recent method [53] estimates depth from UW im-
ages using the geometry cue. Because [53] performs self-
supervision based on the depth and pose derived directly
from hazy UW images, the depth map lacks details.

Since light is absorbed/scattered in water, UW images
suffer from color distortions and poor contrast. Restora-
tion of UW images has attracted a lot of attention. [44,
43, 1, 35, 56] estimate the parameters of the UW imag-
ing model using image priors. Due to the inconsistency
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between the prior and actual image conditions, the results
are not always satisfactory [37]. DL-based methods in-
clude supervised [34, 33, 31] and unsupervised approaches
[6, 15] for UW image enhancement. Supervised methods
rely largely on either synthetic UW datasets generated from
RGBD datasets like NYU Depth v2 [47] or real underwater
datasets like UIEB [33] with (subjective) pseudo-ground-
truth. The unavailability of real UW datasets with actual
ground truth continues to pose challenges for supervised
UW image restoration. Inspired by an unsupervised method
for image dehazing [30], the works [15, 6] leverage UW im-
age formation model for self-supervision by disentangling
the input image.

In this paper, we propose a unified learning frame-
work for joint monocular UW depth estimation and image
restoration based on self-supervision that runs in real-time.
We refer to it as Underwater Self-supervised network for si-
multaneous Recovery of Depth and Image (USe-ReDI-Net).
This is the first UW work to use both haze and geometry
as cues for depth. We harness the UW image formation
model [1] to disentangle the input hazy image to get an esti-
mate of the clean image and the transmission map. We find
depth analytically from the transmission map and invoke
an additional view-consistency constraint from a neighbor-
ing frame to facilitate proper disentanglement. When we
perform self-supervision by view-synthesis, the warped lo-
cation is governed by the estimated depth while the photo-
metric value at the warped location comes from the restored
input. Joint estimation of depth and image is mutually ben-
eficial in the sense that a refined depth map aids the image
restoration process, and an improved image estimate in turn
helps to recover a better estimate of depth. The strength of
our method lies in encapsulating this strong coupling be-
tween the two tasks. In our method, we cannot estimate one
without estimating the other. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first DL-based work to estimate depth as well
as restored image jointly in an end-to-end manner from an
underwater image. We perform extensive experiments on
several real-world UW image datasets to establish the ef-
fectiveness of our USe-ReDI-Net for both UW depth esti-
mation and image restoration.

In order to advance the state-of-the-art, UW datasets are
essential but these are quite difficult to capture. Consider-
ing the critical need for real UW video sequences with cam-
era intrinsics, we collected our own Dataset of Real-world
Underwater Videos of Artifacts (DRUVA) using a GoPro
Hero 10 camera. This dataset contains video sequences of
20 different artifacts in shallow waters where the diver goes
around the artifacts to acquire an almost 360◦ azimuthal
view. Details of the dataset are given in Sec. 4. An ex-
ample image from DRUVA is given in Fig. 1 along with the
depth map and the enhanced output obtained using USe-
ReDI-Net.

Our main contributions are as follows.
1. We propose a self-supervised deep network (Use-

ReDI-Net) for monocular underwater depth estimation
and image restoration that runs in real-time (55 fps).

2. USe-ReDI-Net is the first end-to-end DL method to si-
multaneously recover depth and latent image from an
underwater observation. By jointly solving for image
and depth, we judiciously invoke relevant losses gov-
erning the scene radiance as well as the depth map to
better constrain the problem.

3. Our work is the first attempt to utilize cues from both
haze and geometry to recover depth in UW images.

4. USe-ReDI-Net is a fully self-supervised approach that
outperforms state-of-the-art methods both in terms of
output quality as well as computational speed.

5. We have collected a unique dataset (DRUVA) which,
to the best of our knowledge, is the first-ever UW video
dataset containing real underwater image sequences of
submerged artifacts. We shall release this dataset for
the research community to harness it in a multitude of
ways.

2. Related Works
2.1. UW depth estimation

Traditional UW depth estimation methods use image for-
mation model for image restoration and depth estimation.
Typically, depth is estimated as a by-product of the image
restoration task. [27] was the first to introduce dark chan-
nel prior (DCP) for single-image depth estimation. Various
researchers [11, 17, 4, 43] have used variations of DCP in
UW depth estimation. Peng et al. [44] use image blurriness
while Berman et al. [5] recover UW scenes by consider-
ing different spectral profiles of various water types. Tra-
ditional methods find depth using the relation between the
transmission map and depth. In cases of severe attenuation,
these methods do not yield satisfactory results. Also, they
are quite time-consuming. Prior-based methods return erro-
neous values when there is a mismatch between prior and
the image conditions.

Depth estimation from terrestrial images using super-
vised DL-based methods has achieved good success. These
methods use extensive amounts of training data containing
depth ground truth. But this is not possible in the case of
UW as there is not a single large-scale UW depth dataset
that can support supervised training. An unsupervised net-
work proposed in [48] estimates depth from stereo UW im-
ages using the geometry cue. Gupta and Mitra [25] propose
an unsupervised single-image UW depth estimation net-
work by learning a mapping between unpaired RGBD hazy
terrestrial images and arbitrary UW images. This method
relies on the depth of terrestrial hazy images, which may
not actually correspond to the characteristics of UW images.
Hambarde et al. [26] propose a GAN-based UW depth esti-
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mation network where they use synthetic UW images gen-
erated from NYU dataset [47]. But such images do not fully
depict real UW situations.

Along the lines of monocular self-supervised depth es-
timation from clean terrestrial images [22], a recent work
[53] proposes a self-supervised UW depth estimation net-
work by leveraging real UW video sequences taken from
the internet. They extract depth from the input UW image
using DepthNet and use photometric reprojection loss by
warping the restored images obtained from contrast limited
adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE). Since depth and
pose are directly derived from hazy UW images, details of
the depth map are lacking.

2.2. Underwater image enhancement
Traditional approaches can be broadly classified as

model-free color correction methods and model-based en-
hancement methods. Model-free methods modify each
pixel irrespective of the underlying image formation model
such as contrast correction and color adjustment [28],
Rayleigh-stretching [20], retinex [14, 55], etc. Physical
model-based enhancement methods utilize the UW image
formation model for estimating the parameters using prior
information. Different modifications of DCP [27] have been
applied for UW image restoration [7, 11, 43]. Chau et al.
[50] propose an adaptive attenuation-curve prior and Li et
al. [35] propose a histogram distribution prior. Berman et
al. [5] consider different types of water and distinct spec-
tral profiles for each type to refine the restored images.
Akkayanak et al. [2] rely on the depth map for restoration.

While considering supervised DL-based methods, UW
image restoration is challenging mainly because of the
scarcity of real datasets with ground truth. To partially
overcome this challenge, GAN-based methods [36, 34, 24]
have emerged. UWCNN [32] trains 10 image enhance-
ment models corresponding to each water type. [33] cre-
ated a paired real underwater dataset (UIEB) where pseudo-
ground-truth is subjectively selected based on human per-
ception of the outputs of different enhancement techniques.
They proposed a gated-fusion network for image enhance-
ment. Methods such as [31] and [49] have used UIEB
dataset for supervision. [9] proposes an UW restoration net-
work that uses depth as a cue where depth is estimated from
a pre-trained SoTA model [21]. Considering the attenua-
tion coefficient as a cue, [10] proposes a generative model
to restore UW images. Along with depth estimation, the
unsupervised methods of [26] and [48] find enhanced im-
ages using the UW image formation model by utilizing the
depth returned from their network. These methods [26, 48]
are not end-to-end and they perform image restoration as a
post-processing task. Unsupervised method Chai et al. [6]
and Fu et al. [15] perform physics-based disentanglement
of underwater images. The work [15] uses a homology con-
straint on the enhanced image for self-supervision.

2.3. Differences with existing works
Along the lines of UW image restoration works [6]

and [15], we disentangle the UW image to perform self-
supervision; but there are distinct differences. [15] performs
disentanglement based on the simple underwater image for-
mation model [12]. These works [6, 15] do not impose any
explicit constraint on the transmission map. During train-
ing, they rely on the information from a single frame to
output the restored image. In contrast, our method invokes
relevant constraints on both the scene radiance and trans-
mission map using adjacent frames to facilitate proper dis-
entanglement. We employ a separate module to obtain the
extinction coefficients which are needed to compute depth.

Self-supervised monocular depth estimation works, de-
veloped for terrestrial images [22, 57], also use view-
synthesis strategy. But their performance on UW images
is poor (see Sec. 5). They estimate depth from a fixed clean
input image using DepthNet which has a general U-Net ar-
chitecture. Instead, we derive depth analytically from the
transmission map which is estimated by disentangling the
UW image. Unlike [22, 57], the input to our PoseNet is the
disentangled scene radiance.

Unlike [53] which also utilizes view-synthesis for depth
estimation, our loss is calculated on the disentangled scene
radiance which is more faithful than using CLAHE. [53]
does not use haze as a cue for depth. We use view-synthesis
loss on the hazy images also to preserve the relative geom-
etry after restoration.

3. Proposed Method
The basic image formation model for UW images which

is based on Koschmieder’s light scattering model is as given
in [12]. Akkayanak et al. [1] observe that direct signal and
backscatter are governed by two distinct attenuation coeffi-
cients whereas [12] treats them to be the same. The revised
UW image formation model as proposed in [1] is given by

I(x) = J(x)T d(x) + (1− T b(x))A (1)

where x is pixel location, I is the UW image, J is the
scene radiance which is the underlying clean image, A is
global background light, while T d and T b are the trans-
mission maps corresponding to direct signal and backscat-
ter, respectively. Transmission map and distance from
the source D(x) are related by T d(x) = e−βd

cD(x) and
T b(x) = e−βb

cD(x) where βd
c and βb

c are the channel-wise
extinction coefficients for direct signal and backscatter, re-
spectively.

From an UW image I1, we aim to estimate both depth
D and original image J1 simultaneously in an end-to-end
manner. To train our USe-ReDI-Net, we utilize two adja-
cent frames I1 and I2 from an UW video sequence. Self-
supervision is carried out by disentangling the UW image
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Figure 2: Schematic of our USe-ReDI-Net. Input UW image is disentangled into
its latent components: scene radiance, transmission maps, and global background
light using scene radiance network (SR-Net), transmission map networks (TM-Netd
and TM-Netb), and global background light module (GBL), respectively. The input
is reconstructed using these components. Depth is estimated from the transmission
map analytically. Using adjacent frames, the network enforces consistency of view-
synthesis to refine depth which in turn improves the disentanglement.

into its latent components based on Eq. (1), and predict-
ing the appearance of a restored target image J1 from the
viewpoint of a restored reference image J2. During self-
supervision, we ensure that the relative geometry between
input UW images I1 and I2 is preserved in the restored im-
age pair J1 and J2. A detailed block diagram of our ap-
proach is given in Fig. 2.

3.1. Self-supervision by disentangling UW image,
and estimation of depth from haze

We use three networks, namely, scene-radiance network
(SR-Net) to estimate J , and transmission map networks
(TM-Netd and TM-Netb) to find T d and T b, respectively.
SR-Net does not have any downsampling operations to
prevent loss of details [30]. TM-Netd and TM-Netb find
the transmission maps corresponding to direct signal and
backscatter respectively, from which we derive the depth
map D which can be considered as the depth derived from
the haze cue. Unlike [6, 15], we use stride-2 convolution
and skip connection in TM-Net to extract features at two
different resolutions which help to increase the receptive
field in estimating transmission map. For estimating global
background light A, we use a global background light esti-
mation module (GBL) which blurs the input image with a
Gaussian filter of high standard deviation [15]. GBL ren-
ders A to be smooth so that image details are mostly con-
tained in scene radiance and transmission map. To facilitate
self-supervision, the disentangled quantities J , T d, T b, and
A are combined using Eq. (1) to get a reconstructed image
Irec (which should ideally be close to I).

Transmission map T is different for all three channels
since the attenuation of light in water depends on the wave-
length. In order to find depth D from T d and T b, we
need channel-wise extinction coefficients βd

c and βb
c : c=

{R,G,B} which has a dimension 6, and can be estimated
from the input image using Beta-Net. Depth D can be writ-
ten as D = − log(T ∗

c )/β
∗
c : ∗ = d or b, where Tc is the

transmission map for channel c. Details of the network
structure of each block are provided in the supplementary.

3.2. Self-supervision by view synthesis, and refining
depth from haze using geometry

We leverage self-supervision on view-synthesis to
achieve proper disentanglement. We use adjacent frame I2
which is passed through SR-Net to get the restored image
J2. Thus, we have two restored images; J2 as the source
image and J1 as the target image from SR-Net. Given tar-
get image J1 and source image J2, the system is trained to
predict the relative camera pose TJ1→J2

between J1 and J2,
and to refine depth D which is obtained from the transmis-
sion maps T d and T b. This is how the geometry cue refines
the depth obtained from haze. The model predicts the target
image J1 using TJ1→J2 and D from source image J2 using
the reprojection formula,

J ′
1 = J2⟨proj(D, TJ1→J2

,K)⟩ (2)

where K is the intrinsic camera matrix, and proj() is the
transformation function which maps the target image co-
ordinate xJ1

to the source image coordinate xJ2
using the

relation
xJ2

= KTJ1→J2
D(xJ1

)K−1xJ1
(3)

We use bilinear sampling from a spatial transformer net-
work (STN) [29] to sample the source images, which is lo-
cally sub-differentiable. The predicted target image from
Eq. (2) can be used to impose a constraint on the photomet-
ric reprojection error of J1. This constraint forces TM-Net
to return an improved estimate of the underlying transmis-
sion map which in turn yields a better depth map and proper
disentanglement.

In order to preserve the geometry between input images
I1 and I2 after enhancement, we constrain the pose and
depth returned from the enhanced images J1 and J2 to be
respected by the input UW images I1 and I2 also. Hence,
we provide another self-supervision by view synthesis on
the input images.

We introduce relevant loss functions for self-supervision,
as explained next.

3.3. Loss functions
Since we use self-supervision on disentanglement and

view-synthesis, we mainly employ two losses for this pur-
pose. We use an edge-aware loss to encourage depth to be
locally smooth. In order to enforce depth consistency across
R,G,B channels obtained from both T d and T b, we use an
additional channel-wise depth consistency loss.

Reconstruction Loss, Lrec

Using GBL, SR-Net, TM-Netd and TM-Netb, we disentan-
gle the input image I1 into its latent components A1, J1,
T d, and T b. In order to perform self-supervision on disen-
tanglement, we combine these components using Eq. (1) to
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estimate the input image I1rec. Hence, our reconstruction
loss Lrec can be written as

Lrec = ||I1rec − I1||22 (4)

View synthesis loss, LV S

For self-supervision on view-synthesis, we use restored im-
ages J1 and J2. Target image J1 is predicted as J ′

1 using
camera pose TJ1→J2

between J1 and J2, and depth D as
given in Sec. 3.2 to derive a loss LV Sd. Along with that,
we constrain D and TJ1→J2 to be followed by input images
I1 and I2 as well to derive a loss LV Sh. Thus, our total view
synthesis loss LV S can be written as

LV S = LV Sd + LV Sh = ||J1 − J ′
1||1 + ||I1 − I ′1||1 (5)

Edge-aware depth smoothness loss, Lds

Depth is mostly smooth except at image gradients. This fac-
tor can be used to smoothen depth map D by providing im-
age gradient weightage to the depth gradients. Edge-aware
depth smoothness loss Lds can be written as

Lds = |∂xD∗|e|−∂xJ1| + |∂yD∗|e|−∂yJ1| (6)
where D∗ is the mean-normalized depth which is used to
avoid shrinkage of estimated depth [22].

Channel-wise depth consistency loss, Ldc

We find depth D analytically from the transmission maps
T d and T b. There are three different channels for each
transmission map since the transmission values depend on
the wavelength of light. All three channel-wise extinc-
tion coefficients βc : {c = (R,G,B)} for both βd

c and
βb
c are estimated using Beta-Net. The 3-channel transmis-

sion maps T d
c and T b

c : {c = (R,G,B)} are estimated
using TM-Netd and TM-Netb, respectively. We then find,
DR = − log(TR)/βR, DG = − log(TG)/βG, and DB =
− log(TB)/βB corresponding to both T d and T b. In order
to arrive at a single depth map, we force them all to be equal.
For this, we use channel-wise depth consistency loss Ldc as

Ldc =
∑

x={R,G,B};y={d,b}

||Dd
R −Dy

x||1 (7)

where Dy
x = − log(T y

x )/βx

Total Loss
The total loss of our network is given by

L = αLrec + γLV S + ηLds + λLdc (8)

where α, γ, η, and λ are the weights corresponding to differ-
ent losses. We empirically set α = 1, γ = 0.1, η = 0.005,
and λ = 0.02.

During test time, only a single image is needed. The test
image is passed through SR-Net, TM-Net, and Beta-Net to
get the restored image, and the depth map.

A. Dur. Sample frame A. Dur. Sample frame
No. (sec) No. (sec)

A1 68 A11 53

A2 37 A12 50

A3 69 A13 50

A4 62 A14 77

A5 53 A15 28

A6 73 A16 45

A7 50 A17 57

A8 77 A18 73

A9 54 A19 62

A10 74 A20 70

Table 1: Dataset summary with sample frames from each artifact. A. No.: Artifact
number, Dur.: Duration.

4. Dataset DRUVA

DRUVA contains videos of 20 different artifacts in shal-
low waters. The duration and a sample frame from each
of these artifacts are given in Table 1. We provide cam-
era intrinsics also with the dataset which is estimated from
the MATLAB Camera Calibrator App using a total of 121,
10x7 checkerboard images. All videos were captured under
natural illumination at a depth of 3-6 m from the sea surface
using a GoPro Hero 10 Black camera of 30 fps, 1920×1080
resolution, with a minimum - maximum ISO: 100-1600, and
auto-exposure settings. The artifacts are mainly rocks with
shapes ranging from circular to oblong shapes and with di-
mensions of 0.5-1.5 m. The level of water turbidity fluctu-
ates between being clear and slightly cloudy. Divers went
around each artifact when capturing the videos to get full
azimuthal coverage. Existing UW datasets [33, 37, 5] con-
tain independent frames with little or no temporal informa-
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Dataset GT available Type Task Phase # imgs.

DRUVA × Video Depth & Training 6000
Restoration Testing 110

SQUID [5] ✓ (Depth) Stereo Depth Testing 72

Sea-thru [2] ✓ (Depth) Single Depth Testing 50

RUIE [37] × Single Restoration Testing 100

UIEB [33] ✓ (Pseudo) Single Restoration Testing 190

Table 2: Details of datasets used for comparison. Note that all are real UW datasets.
The training dataset from DRUVA contains a total of 6000 frames where a set of 500
frames corresponds to one continuous video sequence of one artifact, and the test
dataset is from video sequences that were not used for training. Following [53], we
used 72 images from SQUID [5]. From the dataset of Sea-thru [2], we use 50 images
with significant depth variations.

Depth estimation methods

Traditional DCP [27], UDCP [11], IBLA [44], GDCP [43], HL [5]

DL-based UW-Net [25] USUIR [15] Mono2h [22] Mono2d [22] Ours
Training DRUVAraw+ DRUVAraw DRUVAraw DRUVAres DRUVAraw

NYU [47]

Testing DRUVAres, SQUIDres [5], and Sea-thrures [2] are used for Mono2d.
DRUVAraw, SQUID [5], and Sea-thru [2] for all the other methods.

Restoration methods

Traditional CLAHE [60], Fusion [3], Hist.prior [35], GDCP [43], IBLA [44]

DL-based CycleGAN [58] DDIP [18] USUIR [15] Ours
Training DRUVAraw+ ×(zero-shot) DRUVAraw DRUVAraw

UIEB [33] GT

Testing DRUVAraw, RUIE [37], and UIEB [33] for all the methods.

Table 3: Details of methods used for comparison, and their retraining strategies. The
dataset used for training DL-based methods is given at the bottom of each method.
DRUVAraw is UW images from DRUVA. DRUVAres, SQUIDres, and Sea-thrures are
the restored images from datasets DRUVA, SQUID [5], and Sea-thru [2] using a
state-of-the-art UW image restoration method [49]. Note that UW-Net[25], and
CycleGAN[58] use two datasets for training. Mono2d, and Mono2h are two ver-
sions (trained differently) of Monodepth2 [22] which is a self-supervised monocular
depth estimation method for terrestrial clean images.

tion. DRUVA holds tremendous potential to be harnessed
by the research community and can be used for diverse
research applications such as UW 3D reconstruction, UW
novel view-synthesis using neural radiance fields (NeRFs),
UW video interpolation, and extrapolation, to name a few.
A video of an artifact from DRUVA along with its 3D re-
construction is included in the supplementary.

5. Experiments
In this section, we first discuss implementational aspects

along with the details of the datasets used for compari-
son. Then we include qualitative and quantitative evalua-
tions of our results. We consider state-of-the-art methods
for comparison, both for UW depth estimation and UW im-
age restoration. Ablation studies are included to verify the
effectiveness of the different modules of USe-ReDI-Net.

5.1. Datasets and implementation details
Details of the datasets used for comparisons are given

in Table 2. For training, we use only DRUVA since USe-
ReDI-Net needs neighboring frames. All other datasets

are used only for testing. Training is done for 50 epochs
using Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 on
cropped patches of 800 × 800 pixels and batch size of 1.
For our framework, intrinsic camera matrix K is available
from camera calibration. We conduct our experiments on
a PC with Intel Xeon CPU, 24 GB RAM, and an NVIDIA
GeForce RTX3090 GPU.

5.2. Performance comparison

Details of the depth estimation and restoration methods
used for comparison are given in Table 3. We do not com-
pare supervised methods since they cannot be trained using
DRUVA due to the unavailability of ground truth. Also,
USe-ReDI-Net cannot be trained on any other real UW
dataset since none of them is a video dataset. SQUID [5] is
a stereo dataset, but it contains only 57 stereo pairs, which
is insufficient for training purpose. The results of all base-
lines are obtained from the source codes provided by the
respective authors.

5.2.1 Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of depth

In Fig. 3, we give comparison results of the estimated depth
map from different methods for an image from DRUVA,
two images from SQUID [5], and one image from the
dataset of Sea-thru [2]. For better visual comparison, some
portions of the input images from DRUVA dataset (1(a))
are marked with red and blue rectangles where red rectan-
gle portions are visually at a lesser depth and blue rectan-
gles show regions with transitions in depth. On DRUVA
dataset, DCP [27] and UDCP [11] do not emphasize the
nearer portions, and the depth at the transition regions is
also not proper. IBLA [44] fails to detect segments at low
depths. Performance of GDCP [43] and HL [5] is poor at
artifact boundaries. UW-Net [25] does not detect nearer re-
gions and its depth map is visually unrealistic and somewhat
resembles the depth map of indoor objects in NYU Depth
v2 [47] which is the secondary dataset used for its train-
ing along with the primary dataset DRUVA. The depth map
obtained from the transmission map returned from USUIR
[15] is erroneous. Mono2h [22] does not perform well as
it is trained directly on UW images. We have included
its visual results in the supplementary. As given in Table
3, Mono2d [22] was trained on the restored frames (using
[49]) of DRUVA. Depthmap returned from Mono2d [22]
is also not good. This can be considered as a sequential
process, where restoration is done first followed by depth
estimation. Mono2d [22] does not use haze as a cue as it
only deals with restored images. Only the proposed USe-
ReDI-Net performs consistently well over the entire range
of depth values. For SQUID [5] dataset and the dataset of
Sea-thru [2], only the depth map returned by our method is
close to ground truth. UW-Net [25] returns depth maps that
have an unrealistic appearance.
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1(a) input - DRUVA 1(b) DCP [27] 1(c) UDCP [11] 1(d) IBLA [44] 1(e) GDCP [43]

1(f) HL [5] 1(g) UW-Net [25] 1(h) USUIR [15] 1(i) Mono2d [22] 1(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

2(a) input - SQUID [5] 2(b) DCP [27] 2(c) IBLA [44] 2(d) GDCP [43] 2(e) HL [5] 2(f) UW-Net [25] 2(g) USUIR [15] 2(h) Mono2d [22] 2(i) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net 2(j) GT

3(a) input - SQUID [5] 3(b) DCP [27] 3(c) IBLA [44] 3(d) GDCP [43] 3(e) HL [5] 3(f) UW-Net [25] 3(g) USUIR [15] 3(h) Mono2d [22] 3(i) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net 3(j) GT

4(a) input - Sea-thru [2] 4(b) DCP [27] 4(c) IBLA [44] 4(d) GDCP [43] 4(e) HL [5] 4(f) UW-Net [25] 4(g) USUIR [15] 4(h) Mono2d [22] 4(i) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net 4(j) GT

Figure 3: Input UW image (a) from datasets: (1) - DRUVA, (2,3) - SQUID [5], (4) - from Sea-thru [2] with ground truth (2(j), 3(j), and 4(j)) and the depth map obtained from
different methods. Note that our USe-ReDI-Net gives visually plausible depth maps for all three datasets.

In order to quantitatively evaluate the depth map accu-
racy, we used 72 images from SQUID dataset [5] and 50
images from the dataset proposed by Sea-thru [2] which
have ground truth depth maps. Since all the methods pro-
duce depth maps up to a scale, two scale invariant met-
rics are used for evaluating depth prediction accuracy. 1)
SI-MSE: scale-invariant mean squared error (in log space)
[13], and 2) Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ) [5] defined
as ρD1,D2

= Cov(D1,D2)
σD1

σD2
where Cov(D1, D2) is the covari-

ance between two depth maps D1 and D2, and σ is the stan-
dard deviation. ρ and SI-MSE are calculated using the eval-
uation code provided by [5], and the average metric values
obtained for different methods are given in Table 4. It can
be seen that USe-ReDI-Net has the highest ρ and the least
SI-MSE which is desirable. UW-Net [25] has satisfactory
quantitative scores for SQUID [5], but it has a large SI-
MSE value on the dataset of Sea-thru [2]. As noted earlier,
their depth map is visually unrealistic. The performance of
Mono2d [22] is not good even though it was trained and
tested with restored images. Mono2h [22] trained on our
raw UW images does poorly as it gives very low ρ and high
SI-MSE values. The performance of USUIR [15] is not ac-
ceptable. Among traditional methods, IBLA [44] has rea-
sonable metric values but our method scores the best.

5.2.2 Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of image
restoration

For evaluating the performance on image restoration, we
provide restored images from different methods in Fig. 4.

These include one image from DRUVA, two from RUIE
[37], and an image from UIEB [33]. The restoration qual-
ity of CLAHE [60], Fusion [3], IBLA [44], GDCP [43],
and DDIP [18] is visually poor. Results of [35] are visually
pleasing and of high contrast, but there are some color arti-
facts due to over-restoration. CycleGAN [58] also produces
artifacts in the restored images. The results of USUIR [15],
which is an unsupervised method, have a foggy appearance.
For all four images, USe-ReDI-Net delivers very good vi-
sual quality. For the image from UIEB [33] dataset, our
output 4(i) is close to ground truth 4(j) while all the other
methods perform poorly.

Performance on image restoration is evaluated using two
no-reference UW image quality assessment metrics UIQM
[41] and UCIQE [52] on test images from DRUVA and
RUIE dataset [37] since both do not have ground truth im-
ages. On images from UIEB dataset [33] with pseudo-
ground-truth, we use full-reference image quality assess-
ment metrics PSNR and SSIM. Average metric values cal-
culated for different methods are given in Table 5. It can
be observed that histogram prior [35] has the highest no-
reference metric scores on test images from DRUVA as
well as RUIE. However, the no-reference metrics have to
be judged along with the qualitative results. [35] has signif-
icant color deviations at the output as shown in Fig. 4. Even
though CycleGAN [58] and DDIP [18] have higher UIQM
and UCIQE values on our dataset, their outputs have color
deviations as well as artifacts. GDCP [43] has less PSNR
and SSIM for UIEB. USe-ReDI-Net, and USUIR [15] have
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1(a) input - DRUVA 1(b) CLAHE [60] 1(c) Fusion [3] 1(d) Hist. prior [35] 1(e) IBLA [44]

1(f) CycleGAN [58] 1(g) GDCP [43] 1(h) DDIP [18] 1(i) USUIR [15] 1(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

2(a) input - RUIE [37] 2(b) CLAHE [60] 2(c) Fusion [3] 2(d) Hist. prior [35] 2(e) IBLA [44] 2(f) CycleGAN [58] 2(g) GDCP [43] 2(h) DDIP [18] 2(i) USUIR [15] 2(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

3(a) input - RUIE [37] 3(b) CLAHE [60] 3(c) Fusion [3] 3(d) Hist. prior [35] 3(e) IBLA [44] 3(f) CycleGAN [58] 3(g) GDCP [43] 3(h) DDIP [18] 3(i) USUIR [15] 3(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

4(a) input - UIEB [33] 4(b) CLAHE [60] 4(c) Hist. prior [35] 4(d) IBLA [44] 4(e) CycleGAN [58] 4(f) GDCP [43] 4(g) DDIP [18] 4(h) USUIR [15] 4(i) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net 4(j) GT

Figure 4: Input UW image (a) from datasets: (1) - DRUVA, (2,3) - RUIE [37], (4) - UIEB [33] with ground truth (4(j)) for UIEB and the enhanced images obtained from different
methods. Note that our output results are visually good, and for UIEB dataset, our output (4(i)) is closer to ground truth (4(j)).

Dataset Method DCP [27] UDCP [11] GDCP [43] IBLA [44] HL [5] UW-Net [25] USUIR [15] Mono2d [22] Mono2h [22] USe-ReDI-Net
SQUID[5] ρ ↑ -0.07 0.03 0.28 0.33 0.27 0.49 0.14 0.31 -0.1 0.55

SI-MSE↓ 0.72 0.54 0.25 0.20 0.29 0.18 0.48 0.19 0.73 0.16
Sea-thru[2] ρ ↑ -0.48 0.39 0.33 0.44 0.45 0.50 0.09 0.37 0.03 0.51

SI-MSE↓ 0.69 0.47 0.56 0.47 0.58 1.13 0.69 0.43 0.53 0.40

Table 4: Quantitative comparisons of depth estimation accuracy on SQUID [5] dataset and the dataset proposed by Sea-thru [2] using scale invariant metrics.

Dataset Ours: DRUVA RUIE [37] UIEB [33]
Method UIQM↑ UCIQE↑ UIQM↑ UCIQE↑ PSNR↑ SSIM↑
CLAHE [60] 2.67 0.52 1.3 0.45 16.7 0.60
Fusion [3] 3.46 0.52 3.49 0.48 17.5 0.61
Hist. prior [35] 3.41 0.65 4.15 0.67 18.5 0.59
GDCP [43] 2.84 0.54 2.62 0.53 13.3 0.55
IBLA [44] 2.56 0.56 1.73 0.51 14.3 0.57
CycleGAN [58] 3.12 0.62 2.75 0.59 17.0 0.52
DDIP [18] 3.31 0.57 1.85 0.47 12.4 0.38
USUIR [15] 2.86 0.57 3.04 0.57 18.9 0.69
USe-ReDI-Net 2.84 0.59 3.15 0.65 18.9 0.70

Table 5: Quantitative comparisons of enhanced image quality on datasets DRUVA,
RUIE [37], and UIEB [33] using image quality assessment metrics. PSNR is in dB.

DDIP[18] CycleGAN[58] USUIR[15] Mono2[22] UW-Net [25] USe-ReDI-Net
245 sec 28ms 14ms 25ms 3.5 sec 18ms

Table 6: Execution time of DL-based depth estimation and image restoration methods

the best PSNR and SSIM scores. As observed before, the
results of USUIR [15] have some residual fog even at closer
depths. Our method performs consistently well (both visu-
ally and quantitatively) on all three datasets.

It is important to note that USe-ReDI-Net emerges as the
best for depth recovery as well as image restoration as com-
pared to methods devised individually for these twin tasks.
More comparison results are given in the supplementary.

5.2.3 Time complexity

The processing time for different DL-based methods on
an image of size 512×512 executed on NVIDIA GeForce
RTX3090 GPU is given in Table 6. We do not consider tra-
ditional methods for comparison as those can be run on a
CPU and typically take at least 1 sec for execution. Table 6
shows that the proposed USe-ReDI-Net is computationally
most efficient as it returns both the enhanced image as well
as depth map in just 18ms. USUIR [15] takes 14ms but it
outputs only the restored image. The closest depth estima-
tion method UW-Net [25] takes 3.5 sec to output the depth
map from a single frame which is very high.

5.3. Ablation studies
To study the effectiveness of our proposed modules and

losses, we conduct ablation studies on UIEB dataset for UW
image enhancement, and on SQUID dataset for UW depth
estimation. We formed 5 networks, Net1 to Net5 as shown
in Table 7. Net2 does not use view-synthesis loss on input
UW images; Net3 does not use view-synthesis loss on the
enhanced images; Net4 is with only Lrec without any view-
synthesis loss; and in Net5, we remove Beta-Net and find
depth directly by averaging depth maps derived from the
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(a) Input (b) Net1 (c) Net2 (d) Net3 (e) Net4 (f) Net5 (g) Net1 (h) Net2 (i) Net3 (j) Net4 (k) Net5

Figure 5: Ablation studies on DRUVA dataset for different configurations and with different combinations of our proposed losses.

N/w Lrec LV Sd LV Sh Beta-Net ρ ↑ /SI-MSE↓ PSNR/SSIM↑
Net1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.55/0.16 18.9/0.70

Net2 ✓ ✓ × ✓ 0.38/0.28 18.7/0.68

Net3 ✓ × ✓ ✓ 0.31/0.20 18.5/0.67

Net4 ✓ × × ✓ 0.18/0.31 17.2/0.64

Net5 ✓ ✓ ✓ × 0.31/0.17 17.4/0.58

Table 7: Ablation studies on SQUID [5] for depth, and UIEB [33] for enhancement.

1(a) Input - from Sea-thru [2] 1(b) UW-Net [25] 1(c) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

2(a) Input - RUIE [37] 2(b) USUIR [15] 2(c) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

Figure 6: Failure case for (1) depth estimation on the dataset of Sea-thru [2], and (2)
image restoration on RUIE [37] dataset.

6 transmission maps. Hence, we do not use channel-wise
depth consistency loss, Ldc, in Net5. An input UW im-
age from our DRUVA dataset, and the corresponding depth
map output and enhanced image output for Net1 to Net5
are given in Fig. 5. If we do not constrain depth and pose to
be respected by the input UW images (Net2), the depth map
obtained is not good (see Fig. 5 and Table 7). By comparing
Net2 and Net3, we note that LV Sd is more important than
LV Sh. Qualitative and quantitative results of Net5 reveal
the importance of Beta-Net and Ldc loss. Without Beta-Net,
both the depth prediction accuracy and enhancement qual-
ity are reduced. Net4 can be considered as the case which
utilizes only the haze cue for depth estimation without us-
ing the geometry cue. From the results, it is evident that
geometry cue (view-synthesis loss) plays an important role
in depth prediction which in turn aids image enhancement.

Figure 6 shows a failure case. Results are given for USe-
ReDI-Net and closest SoTA method (UWNet [25] for depth
and USUIR [15] for restoration). USe-ReDI-Net returns in-
consistent depths for objects which have reflective surfaces
(see encircled region). UW-Net [25] also struggles. In fact,
its depth prediction is poor in most places. At image por-
tions with a highly foggy appearance, all the methods strug-
gle, as expected. Notably, USe-ReDI-Net does not intro-
duce any color deviations.

6. Conclusions
In this work, we dealt with the problem of self-

supervised UW depth estimation and image restoration
from a single UW image utilizing cues from haze and geom-
etry of UW images. For self-supervision, our USe-ReDI-
Net uses the physical model of UW image formation and
view-synthesis based on the depth map and camera pose.
We constrain both the enhanced image and transmission
map using neighboring frames in the input UW video. Ex-
periments demonstrate that USe-ReDI-Net surpasses SoTA
methods in terms of depth accuracy, visual quality, and ex-
ecution speed as well. The proposed UW video dataset
DRUVA, with its unique features, can be greatly leveraged
by the research community.
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